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Holymage is a french visual creation studio specializing in artistic
direction, video mapping & interactive installations. Our goal is
to imagine and design original, innovative and memorable visual
experiences.
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M o n t p e l l i e r ’s c h u r c h

Our expertise stems from 15 years of work in the entertainment and
events industry. We are convinced that the creative process should
be considered as a whole, which is why harmony between art and
technology is at the heart of our know-how. Holymage designs
technical studies to propose concepts tailored to each project, as
well as providing artistic direction and live broadcasting.
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Our creations strive to attract a wide audience invited to revel in
breathtaking visual environments.
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Find out more on : www.holymage.com
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PETIT R
Client : Ruinart
Agency: My Little Paris
Writing and script: François Peyranne
Illustration: Kanako
Technical services: Fosphor
Music: Delacroix studio
Scenography & video design: Holymage
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In the heart of the Champagne region, in Reims, is the Ruinart house. A prestigious place or
the art of receiving is intimately linked to the art of champagne. In this context, My little Paris
asked Holymage to realize a unique video mapping creation, a visual display of their dinner
discovered. The main character «Petit R» takes us for 4 minutes through the history of the
brand. On the border of the animation film and the video mapping, this visual gem is to be
discovered on site, all year long during seminars or exceptional dinners.

Holymage in this project:
- Technical design and scenography
- Animation & video mapping direction
- Music and show control
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CHANTILLY
Production : Les Amis d’Alain Decaux
Script and direction : Frédéric Nancel
Artistic Direction : Marie-Alix Doutrebente
Script and stage direction : Bertrand du Fayet
Video art direction : Holymage
Technical means : Novelty
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«The palace where the horse is king». For the European Heritage Days, Holymage has
directed a sound and light show mixing live equestrian & projection mapping to celebrate the
300 years of the Great Stables of Chantilly. A 30 minutes show projected on more than 2500
m2 of historical surface. A magnificent public creation tracing the history of the princely city.

Holymage in this project:
- Creation and projection directing
- Art directing
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LAON’S
CATHEDRAL
Design and Direction : Holymage
Music : Guillaume Le Dain - Studio Delacroix
Production : Cookies Production
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The city center has always been a place of gathering, celebration, trade and culture.
We wish to pay tribute to these gatherings by evoking the dynamic of convergence towards the
central monument of the city : the Cathedral Notre-Dame of Laon.
This show offers a colorful and playful vision of these gatherings, emphasizing their universal
and timeless character.

Holymage in this project:
- Video Direction, animation and Design
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ELEVATION
Design and Direction : Holymage
Music : Guillaume Le Dain
Technical support : IDscenes
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A projection mapping show onto St-Roch Church of Montpellier - France
ELEVATION is a narrative show that illustrates the meeting between the Church and a Bird.
First in conflict, the Church will change in contact with the animal. A transcendence that will
offer the capacity to change shapes and colors.
The sacred union will then lead to a common ascent, by dedicating the monument and the
bird as a new incarnation.

Holymage in this project:
- Video Direction, animation and Design
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FÊTE DES
VIGNERONS
Production : La confrérie des vignerons
Stage direction : Daniele Finzi Pasca & Julie Hamelin Finzi
Scénographer : Hugo Gargiulo
Costume designer : Giovanna Buzzi
Music director : Maria Bonzanigo
Script : Blaise Hofmann & Stéphane Blok
Light designer : Alexis Bowles & Daniele Finzi Pasca
Choreography : Bryn Walters
Video designer : Roberto Vitalini
Video director : Holymage
Technical support : Alabama
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Only once a generation, the «Fête des Vignerons» dazzles several hundred thousand
spectators in Vevey, Switzerland, in the Canton of Vaud. Organized by the Brotherhood of
Winegrowers, it is the crowning achievement of the winegrowers who will work in front of
thousands of spectators gathered in an arena specially designed for the occasion to pay
tribute to them. A unique celebration in the world, a true celebration of memory and identity,
since 2016 it has been part of UNESCO’s intangible cultural heritage of humanity. This is the
twelfth edition, 222 years after the first celebration in 1797.

Holymage in this project:
- Artistic & video direction
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PARIS 2020

ARC DE TRIOMPHE
Client : Ville de Paris
Production : Cookies production
Video director : Holymage
Music : Guillaume Le Dain
Fireworks : Fêtes et feux
Technical support : Magnum
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For the passage to the year 2020, holymage imagined a large video projection onto
the Arc de triomphe of Paris. The show will celebrates Paris as a musical capital, by
creating a parallel between the symbols that constitute the identity of the city and the
world of musical instruments.
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AURA
MUGLER
Client: Clarins FG
Agency: AKBy
Music: Mode-F
Technical services: Mvision
Direction and Video design: Holymage
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For the international launch of Mugler’s new Aura perfume at the Hotel Salomon de
Rothschild, Holymage is conducting an initiatory video tour combining design, videomap and
LED screens.
The fragrance universe, designed around the vegetal power, was first staged in the imposing
staircase of the Hotel.
A wild and luxuriant jungle encouraging contemplation accompanied the visitor in the climb
of the steps.
The next room made up of LED totems proposed an immersive and dazzling creation whose
pulsation preceded the revelation of the perfume.

Holymage in this project:
- Technical design and scenography
- Artistic direction & realization video mapping
- Show control
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CHÂTEAU
DU BREUIL
Client: Château du Breuil
Music: «In the house» Philippe Rombi
- Mandarin Production
Technical provider: Fosphor
Light programming: Antoine Manichon
Design, Direction and production: Holymage
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As part of the visit of the Château du Breuil, Holymage offers a light and video mapping show
at the Orangerie, for the closing of the tour.
This creation is placed as the synthesis of a sensorial journey, the visual narration is inspired
by the steps of the Calvados production : From the apple through the flames to the copper
of the still, matter is honored; graphic games bring a contemporary touch to participate in a
truly unique experience.
For a moment, aging cellars take the form of video screens to release their secret.
The launch of the show is driven by a tactile device. The interface also makes it possible to
choose exclusively the lights of the Orangerie.
The ambition of this creation is to propose an impacting an emotional experience, and so, to
extend the visit thanks to unforgettable memories.

Holymage in this project:
- Writing Concept and Scenario
- Technical design and scenography
- Artistic direction & video mapping direction
- UI / UX and Show control
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ELYSEUM
Client : Elyseum
Architect : Atelier JMCA
Technical services : ETC Audiovisuel
Soundtracks : Solar Field – Funky Porcini
Stage and video design : Holymage
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In collaboration with the architects of Atelier JMCA, Holymage participates in the renovation
of the Elyseum space by designing a 270° video mapping device. Located in Paris, near the
Champs-Élysées, the place will soon become the event reference in terms of an immersive
experience. Since then, Holymage has already realized more than 60 creations and is
committed to implementing this interactive concept in new spaces.

Holymage in this project :
- Technical and Stage Design
- Artistic Direction and video mapping production
- Show control & Live Broadcast
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Thanks for watching
DISCOVER MORE VIDEOS ON
w w w. h o l y m a g e . c o m

